
 

Now we are all happily settled in to our new term, I’d like to introduce our new topics        

Each term we have themed topics for children to extend their knowledge and understanding. We have 

decided to base our topics on the seasons, meaning this term we are learning about Autumn. Autumn is 

a wonderful time of year to really use nature to promote the development of children. Although the wet 

weather starts, the days grow shorter and everything seems a little muddier, it doesn’t take away the 

great opportunity of learning that appears at this time of year. 

All of the above along with the most obvious, leaves changing and falling off trees, are all very noticeable 

changes. This may be the first spark of interest in children discovering more about the world around 

them. Leaves have so many incredible benefits from physical, mathematics, sensory, understanding the 

world and even literacy. We ask that parents participate in our topics by encouraging their child through 

play, reading and talking whilst at home or on outings. There are so many opportunities for this whilst 

just going for a walk, the changing colours of the leaves and the change in weather are great 

opportunities for discussion.       

A major aspect of the EYFS curriculum is the emphasis on outdoor play. We do this in ALL weathers! 

We all go outside on a daily basis even if it is raining, snowing, windy, sunny etc. So please always 

ensure your child wears or brings appropriate clothing for this. Having said this, we also encourage your 

child to be as independent as they can in all they do, including having a try at putting on their own 

shoes, so please remember, no laces or tricky shoes. A big journey begins with a little step, we believe 

that independent children become independent learners, which is a vital stage in their development       

Throughout these topics we will continually assess your child against the criteria set with the Early Years 

Foundation Stage Profile. This profile consists of 3 prime areas of learning and 4 specific areas of 

learning. 

The three Prime areas are; Personal, Social and Emotional Development, Communication and Language 

and Physical development. 

The 4 specific areas are; Literacy, Mathematics, Understanding The World and Expressive Arts and 

Design. 

 We track your child’s progress using our tracking sheets, which are always at hand if you’d like to look 

at them. We are happy to discuss your child’s learning and development with you in person, if you’d 

rather this then please speak with Danielle so we can arrange a suitable time for you and your child’s 

key person. 

Have a great day from The Fledglings Team       

 


